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Here, we report that temporally patterned, coherent
spiking activity in the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC) coordinates the timing of looking and reach-
ing. Using a spike-field approach, we identify a popu-
lation of parietal area LIP neurons that fire spikes
coherently with 15 Hz beta-frequency LFP activity.
The firing rate of coherently active neurons predicts
the reaction times (RTs) of coordinated reach-
saccade movements but not of saccades when
made alone. Area LIP neurons that do not fire coher-
ently do not predict RT of either movement type.
Similar beta-band LFP activity is present in the pari-
etal reach region but not nearby visual area V3d. This
suggests that coherent spiking activity in PPC can
control reaches and saccades together. We propose
that the neural mechanism of coordination involves
a shared representation that acts to slow or speed
movements together.
INTRODUCTION
Vision is essential for guiding accurate armmovements. The tight
link between vision and reachingmeans that armmovements are
coordinated with eye movements (Song and McPeek, 2009;
Crawford et al., 2004). Coordinated reach and saccade move-
ments are a central aspect of our natural behavior and lead to
faster and more accurate movements (Neggers and Bekkering,
2002). An intriguing feature of coordinated reach and saccade
movements is that the reaction time (RT) of the reach is corre-
lated with the RT of the saccade (Lu¨nenburger et al., 2000).
Although RTs are influenced by nonspecific factors like motiva-
tion and arousal (Broadbent, 1971; Barry et al., 2005), nonspe-
cific influences alone cannot explain saccade and reach RTs.
Therefore, RT correlations may result from movement coordina-
tion (Dean et al., 2011).
Movement coordination depends on the posterior parietal
cortex (PPC), which constructs representations of space for
different movements (Andersen and Buneo, 2002; Bisley and
Goldberg, 2010). Damage to the PPC gives rise to a range of
deficits of visual-motor coordination, suggesting that the ability
to coordinate gaze with arm and hand movements fundamen-
tally depends on parietal mechanisms (Gaveau et al., 2008).Neural firing within the lateral intraparietal area (area LIP) and
the parietal reach region (PRR), two subdivisions of the PPC,
encodes spatial representations that guide saccadic eye move-
ments and arm movements, respectively (Snyder et al., 1997).
Coordinated saccade and reach movements may result from
spatial representations in posterior parietal circuits that are
shared between effectors.
Local field potentials (LFPs) in area LIP and PRR also encode
spatial representations for saccades and reaches (Pesaran et al.,
2002; Scherberger et al., 2005). LFP activity is generated by
temporally coherent patterns of activity in neural circuits (Mitzdorf,
1985; Pesaran, 2009). Since spatial representations are observed
in posterior parietal LFP activity, coherent patterns of neural
activity in posterior parietal circuits may coordinate movements
through the formation of shared movement representations.
To identify shared representations supporting coordinated
movement, we recorded spiking and LFP activity in area LIP of
two monkeys making either coordinated reach and saccade
movements or isolated saccades after a short (1–1.5 s) memory
delay. For comparison, we also made recordings in PRR and
the dorsal part of visual area 3 (V3d). By taking a spike-field
approach (Pesaran et al., 2008; Pesaran, 2010), we found that
RT was predicted by the activity of area LIP neurons that fired
coherently in a 15 Hz beta-frequency band. Area LIP neurons
that did not participate in the coherent activity did not predict
RT. Area LIP activity only predicted RT before coordinated
movements and not when saccades were made alone. The
same pattern of results was present in beta-band LFP power in
area LIP. Beta-band LFP power also predicted RT in PRR but
not in V3d. We propose that coherent beta-band activity in area
LIP and PRR coordinates the timing of eye and arm movements
through a shared representation that can be used to slow or
speed both movements together.RESULTS
Linking Neural Activity and Coordination
Figure 1 presents two potential mechanisms for how neural
activity could control reaches and saccades. Reach and
saccade movements could rely on separate representations
for each movement (Figure 1A, left): a saccade representation
that guides eye movements and a reach representation that
guides arm movements. If so, increases in saccade preparation
will shorten saccade RTs without affecting reach RTs (Figure 1A,
upper right), and increases in reach preparation will shorten
reach RTs without affecting saccade RTs (Figure 1A, lower right).Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 829
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Figure 1. Schematic Illustrating Link between
Preparation and Combined Movement RTs
(A) Correlations between saccade and reach RTs when
movements are prepared separately. Upper right, dark
points show RTs during groups of trials when saccade
preparation is low. Gray points show RTs during groups of
trials when saccade preparation is high. Lower right, dark
points show RTs during groups of trials when reach
preparation is low. Gray points show RTs during groups of
trials when reach preparation is high.
(B) Correlations between saccade and reach RTs when
movement preparation is coordinated. Dark points show
RTs during groups of trials when coordinated preparation
is low. Gray points show RTs during groups of trials when
coordinated preparation is high. In this figure, RTs are
illustrative and do not reflect experimental data.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal CortexAs a result, effector-specific representations cannot coordinate
movements because they do not give rise to correlated RTs
without other influences.
A neural mechanism of coordinated reach and saccademove-
ments could, instead, depend on a shared representation that
controls both movements so that they are made together (Fig-
ure 1B, left). If there is a shared representation, increases in coor-
dinated movement preparation will shorten both saccade and
reach RTs (Figure 1B, right), and neural activity related to coordi-
nation will predict both saccade and reach RTs. Covariations in
coordinated preparation in this model could give rise to saccade
and reach RT correlations. Analyzing the link between RT and
neural activity might reveal shared representations that control
both movements together.
Area LIP Displays Selective Spike Firing and
Gamma- and Beta-Band LFP Activity
We trained two monkeys to make either coordinated reaches
and saccades (Figure 2A) or saccades alone (Figure 2B) to a visu-
ally cued target. Before coordinated movements, saccade RTs
(SRTs) were correlated with reach RTs (RRTs; example in Fig-
ure 2C; R = 0.69, mean SRT = 190 ms, mean RRT = 280 ms).
Across 105 experimental sessions, SRT-RRT correlations were
0.50 ± 0.24 (mean ± std). Mean SRT across the population was
also significantly faster when the saccadewasmadewith a reach
(243 ± 0.6 ms, mean ± SEM) than when it was made alone (252 ±
0.6 ms; p < 0.001). These results demonstrate that correlations
exist betweenRTs for saccades and reaches such that saccades
can be initiated more quickly when made with a reach.830 Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.We recorded spiking and LFP activity from
105 sites in area LIP (74 in Monkey H; 31 in
Monkey J), 135 sites in PRR (53 in Monkey H;
82 in Monkey J) and 36 visually responsive sites
in V3d (36 in Monkey J; Figures 3A and S1). We
first present example activity from a single
session recorded in area LIP during the reach
and saccade task. Spiking and LFP activity
in area LIP showed robust selectivity for the
preferred (Figure 3Bi) compared with the null
(Figure 3Ci) direction. Spatial tuningwas present
in LFP activity with different dynamics at dif-ferent frequencies. One pattern of power changes was present
before movements to the preferred direction (Figure 3Bii), and
another pattern was present before movements to the null direc-
tion (Figure 3Cii). LFP power was generally greatest around 15–
17 Hz in the beta-frequency band and decreased relative to
baseline for preferred direction trials (Figure 3D). In contrast,
LFP power increased at frequencies above 30 Hz in the
gamma-frequency band, and the opposite pattern was present
for trials in the null direction (Figure 3E). Thus, reach and saccade
movements influence the rate of spiking as well as LFP power in
both gamma- and beta-frequency bands.
To build a link between neural activity and coordination, we
then related LFP power and spike firing rate to saccade and
reach RTs. We started by considering LFP power.
Beta-Band but Not Gamma-Band LFP Power
Predicts RTs
We examined whether LFP activity predicts movement RTs by
grouping LFP power during trials with the slowest or fastest
RTs. We selected LFP activity from 72 sites in area LIP with at
least 60 trials in each direction and for each task (Monkey H:
57 sites; Monkey J: 15 sites). Before reach and saccade move-
ments in the preferred direction, beta-band LFP power (15 Hz)
was significantly greater during the 33%of trials with the slowest
SRTs than for the 33% of trials with the fastest SRTs (Figure 4A;
p < 0.05, rank-sum test). The effect was even stronger when the
datawas grouped according to RRTs (Figure 4B; p < 0.001, rank-
sum test). In the following, we will present gamma-band activity
by analyzing signals at 45 Hz because this activity displayed the
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Figure 2. Behavioral Task and RT Correlations
(A) Reach and saccade task.
(B) Saccade only task.
(C) Scatter plot of reach RT and saccade RT for each trial during the Reach and saccade task in an example session. Histograms show the distributions of each
RT. Asterisk denotes mean RT for each effector.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexstrongest spatially selective persistent memory activity across
the population of recordings (see below). At 45 Hz, we found
that LFP power was not significantly selective for either RT
(SRT: p = 0.32, RRT: p = 0.67, rank-sum test). We obtained
similar results at other frequencies above 30 Hz (For example,
at 65 Hz, SRT: p = 0.11, RRT: p = 0.23, rank-sum test). Since
greater beta-band LFP power is associated with slower RTs,
decreasing beta-band LFP power may speed movement
initiation.
The RT selectivity of beta-band LFP power before a reach
and saccade is spatially specific and present before movements
to the preferred direction. Before movements to the null direc-
tion, the activity was not significantly greater during slow trials
regardless of whether activity was sorted by saccade RT or
reach RT (Figures 4C and 4D; RRT: p = 0.43. SRT: p = 0.27,
rank-sum test).
Beta-band LFP Power Does Not Predict RT before
Saccades Made Alone
To further establish the specificity of beta-band activity for
specific interactions between reach and saccade processes,
we asked whether RT selectivity is also present when saccades
are made alone. There was no significant difference between
activity across the population for the fast versus slow RTs
when saccades were made alone in the preferred direction (Fig-
ure 4E; at 15Hz, p = 0.18, rank-sum test) or the null direction (Fig-
ure 4F; at 15 Hz, p = 0.63, rank-sum test). Lack of RT selectivity
before saccades is also not associated with a lack of spatial
selectivity. LFP activity was significantly greater for saccades
in the preferred direction than in the null direction (Figures 4E
and 4F; Supplemental Information). Therefore, beta-band LFP
power in area LIP correlates with SRT only when a saccade is
made with a coordinated reach in the preferred direction.
The level of beta-band power before movements to the
preferred direction, however, is greater before saccades made
alone than before coordinated movements. Since SRTs are
faster before coordinated reach and saccade movements thanbefore saccades made alone, this is consistent with increasing
beta-band activity slowing down movement initiation. The over-
all picture is that beta-band activity exerts a braking mechanism
to control the timing of saccades with reaches.
Coherent Area LIP Spike Firing Rate Predicts RT before
Coordinated Movement
Next, we determined whether beta-band selectivity for RT was
also present in the spiking activity of area LIP neurons. We re-
corded isolated action potentials from 59 neurons that showed
spatially tuned activity before a coordinated reach and saccade
(p < 0.05; permutation test, 48 neurons in Monkey H; 11 neurons
in Monkey J). To determine whether spiking activity that is
coherent with beta-band LFP activity also predicts RT, we first
divided neurons into two groups: coherent cells and not
coherent cells. We defined coherent cells as those cells with
activity that is significantly correlated with nearby beta-band
LFP activity in area LIP. We defined not coherent cells as those
cells whose activity is not significantly correlated with nearby
beta-band LFP activity. Thirty-four cells (34/59, 58%) were
significantly correlated with LFP at 15 Hz in the late-delay epoch,
500–1,000ms after target onset (coherent cells; p < 0.05). The re-
maining 25 cells (25/59, 42%) were not significantly correlated
with LFP activity (not coherent cells; p > 0.05).
The firing rate of coherent cells showed stronger spatially
tuning than the activity of not coherent cells (Figure 5). The
difference in firing rate before movements in the preferred and
null directions was greater for coherent cells than not coherent
cells for both tasks (Figures 5A and 5B; coherent cell average
firing rate = 14.9 sp/s; not coherent cell average firing rate =
7.3 sp/s). In general, firing rate was higher for coherent versus
not coherent cells throughout the trial, including during the
baseline epoch. Note that although firing rate is elevated
during the delay as opposed to the baseline epoch, LFP direc-
tional selectivity and power (see Figure 3Bii) drop off at fre-
quencies > 60 Hz during the delay. This suggests that the
band-limited effects that we see at frequencies < 60 Hz are notNeuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 831
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Figure 3. Recording Sites and Example
Area LIP Data
(A) Structural magnetic resonance images
showing recording sites for fields in Monkey J.
(B) (i), trace from example area LIP recording
filtered to show LFP (red) and spiking activity
(black). (ii), color map presents average percent
change in spectrum for example field during the
Reach and saccade task aligned on target onset
and on saccade start for preferred direction.
Horizontal black line above data in (i) and (ii) indi-
cates the time of the analysis shown in (D).
(C) Example data as in (B) for the null direction.
(D) Line plot of spectral density at each frequency
for preferred and nonpreferred directions 1.5 s
after target onset in the Reach and saccade task
for the example field shown in (B) and (C) (red) as
well as baseline activity in the 0.5 s before target
onset (blue).
(E) Line plot of the change from baseline for
preferred (solid line) versus null (dashed line)
directions. Gray indicates 95% confidence interval
in (D) and (E). See also Figure S1.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexdue to increased spiking activity associated with upcoming
movements in the preferred direction.
To determine whether the definition of a cell as coherent or
not coherent was consistent across the trial, we also analyzed
spike-field coherence during the target epoch, 0–500 ms after
target onset, and during the baseline epoch, 500ms immediately
before target onset. Almost the same proportion of cells was
defined as coherent during the target epoch (coherent: 35/59,
59%; not coherent: 24/59, 41%) as during the late-delay epoch.
The definition of a cell as coherentwas consistent between target
and late- delay epochs for 44 out of 59 cells (44/59, 75%). We
observed consistent results based on the baseline epoch. A
similar proportion of cells was defined as coherent during the
baseline epoch (coherent: 31/59, 53%; not coherent: 28/59,
47%). The definition of a cell as coherent was again consistent832 Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.between baseline and late-delay epochs,
with 42 cells (42/59, 71%) having the
same definition for both epochs. There-
fore, the definition of a cell as coherent
or not coherent did not vary substantially
across the trial. Because we observed
beta-band selectivity for RT in the LFP
during the delay, we chose to focus our
analysis of spiking using the definition of
coherence during the delay.
The difference in spike-field coherence
was not simply due to an increase in firing
rate. First, coherence is normalized by the
firing rate. Second, if coherence were an
artifact of higher firing rates, we would
expect that the largest differences in
firing rate between coherent and not
coherent cells would be present during
the late-delay epoch, when coherence
was estimated. However, the largestdifferences in firing rate were not present during the late-delay
epoch. The largest differences in firing rate were present imme-
diately following the target onset. Third, the same proportions of
neurons were coherently active immediately following target
onset and during the late-delay epoch despite the difference in
firing rates between these epochs. Fourth, although coherent
activity can be detected more easily when the firing rate is higher
(Zeitler et al., 2006), the number of false positives resulting from
the statistical testing procedure we use does not vary with firing
rate in the absence of coherent activity (see Supplemental Infor-
mation; see also [Maris et al., 2007]). Finally, we recalculated
SFC after decimating the firing rate of the significantly coherent
units by 50% to match the firing rate of those units not coherent
with the local fields. We found that, after decimation, 29/34
(85%) remained significantly coherent with LFP. Consequently,
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Figure 4. LFP Reaction Time Analysis in Area LIP
(A–D) (A) Reach and saccade task. Mean fractional change over baseline during delay for 33% of trials with fastest SRT (solid) and slowest SRT (dashed) before
movements to the preferred direction; (B) 33% of trials with fastest RRT (solid) and 33% of trials with slowest RRT (dashed) before movements to the preferred
direction; (C) same as (A) for null direction; (D) Same as (B) for null direction.
(E–F) (E) Saccade only task. Mean fractional change over baseline during delay for 33% of trials with fastest SRT (solid) and 33% of trials with slowest SRT
(dashed) for preferred direction; (F) same as (E) for null direction. In each panel, gray shading indicates the standard error of the mean.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexalthough there was a difference between the firing rate of
coherent and not coherent cells, the difference in firing rate we
report here was not due to a confounding influence of firing
rate on coherence.
To determine whether coherent and not coherent spiking
predicted RT, we performed an ANOVA to determine whether
individual neurons showed significant differences in firing rate
between the fast and slow RT trials. We found that before
a reach and saccade, 21% of coherent cells have significant
(p < 0.05) differences in firing rate between fast and slow RRT
groups and 9% have significant differences between fast and
slow SRT groups. Of these recordings, 70% showed a decrease
in firing rate with faster RTs and the remaining 30% showed an
increase in firing rate. We also found that only 3% of coherently
active cells are significantly selective for SRT during the saccade
alone task, which is within the expected proportion of false
positives (5%). Finally, and most importantly, when cells are
not coherently active, fewer than 5% of cells show significantly
selective differences in firing rate for the fast and slow reaction
times for all combinations of task and RT type (reach and
saccade, RRT: 4%; reach and saccade, SRT 0%; saccade
alone, SRT 4%).
To quantify the extent to which populations of cells with
coherent and not coherent spiking predicted RT, we used a
decoding algorithm to predict the RT from each cell population
(Figure 5C; see Experimental Procedures). Unlike the LFP anal-
ysis, which was done using fixed proportions of fast and slow
trials, the population decoding algorithm required that we use
a fixed number of trials in each group. We analyzed the fastest
or slowest 25 trials (SRT or RRT) in the preferred direction.
Ideally, more trials would be available to perform a multipleneuron decoding analysis but this was the largest number of
trials available in the database of neuronal recordings for which
there was no overlap between the RTs for the fast and slow
groups. Quantifying the extent to which RT could be decoded
from neural populations allowed us to summarize and compare
the strength of the results across tasks and movements. We
computed the probability of correct classification of trials in the
preferred direction as fast or slow RT trials, based on firing rate
in the eight cells with significant RT selectivity based on an
ANOVA. Before coordinated movements to the preferred direc-
tion, coherent cells significantly predicted whether a trial had
a fast or slow RRT (decode probability correct: 0.86; p < 0.001
binomial test) and a fast or slow SRT (decode probability correct:
0.72; p < 0.001). In contrast, not coherent cells did not signifi-
cantly predict RRT (decode probability correct: 0.58, p = 0.16)
or SRT (decode probability correct: 0.48; p = 0.56). Coherently
active cells predicted RRT significantly better than cells that
were not coherently active (p < 0.005, two-sample binomial
test). Coherently active cells also predicted SRT significantly
better than not coherent cells (p < 0.05).
Importantly, coherent cells encoded the speed of RTs only
when movements were coordinated. When saccades were
made alone, despite the fact that mean firing rate did not differ
for reach and saccade versus saccade alone trials (Figures 5A
and 5B), the decoder performed at chance (decode probability
correct: 0.56, p = 0.16). The not coherent cells also did not
predict SRT (decode probability correct: 0.48, p = 0.56).
The performance advantage of the coherent cell population
in decoding RT was not due to the fact that there were more
cells in the coherent population than the not coherent popula-
tion. We repeated the analysis for increasing sizes of coherentNeuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 833
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Figure 5. Encoding of Coordinated Movement RTs
in Spiking Activity Coherent with LFP in Area LIP
(A) Population average peristimulus time histograms
(PSTHs) of firing rate during reach and saccade trials for
cells with spiking activity that is coherent (left, coherent
cells) or not coherent (right, not coherent cells) with LFP
activity at 15 Hz. Spike-field coherence was calculated
during the late-delay period (horizontal bar). Preferred
direction trials (solid lines) and null direction trials (dashed)
are plotted separately.
(B) Population average PSTHs for the same cells in
(A) during the saccade-only task. Conventions as in (A).
(C) Probability of correct classification of trials in the
preferred direction as fast or slow RT trials based on firing
rate in the eight cells with the highest RT selectivity based
on an ANOVA. Dashed line indicates chance performance.
Error bars indicate standard deviation. * indicates p < 0.05,
**p < 0.01. See also Figure S2.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexand not coherent populations up to the number of available
cells. The coherent population outperformed the not coherent
population for all cell subsets greater than two (Figure S2).
Although we report here the results for eight cells, note that,
for all numbers of coherent cells greater than three, the decoder
performs best and above chance for RRT during coordinated
movements. The decoder also performs well and usually above
chance for SRT during coordinatedmovements at all numbers of
cells but not for SRT during saccades made alone or for not
coherent cells.
We also examined whether the better decoding performance
of the coherent cells could be due to their higher overall firing
rate. When we subtracted the mean firing rate from each
cell before decoding the firing rate, we found that the results
maintained the same pattern of significance. Coherently active
cells predicted coordinated movement RT significantly better
than cells that were not coherently active (RRT: p < 0.05. SRT:
p < 0.01). Neither group of cells predicted SRT before saccades
made alone (Coherent decode probability correct = 0.48. Not
coherent decode probability correct = 0.46). Additionally, we
decimated the firing rate of the significantly coherent units by
50% tomatch the firing rate of the not coherent units (see Exper-
imental Procedures). When we performed the RT decoding anal-
ysis on the coherent units after decimating the firing rates, we
found no significant change in performance when decoding834 Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.RRT (decode probability correct = 0.70, p <
0.05) or SRT (decode probability correct =
0.62, p < 0.05) before a coordinated movement.
Therefore, beta-band LFP activity reflects
a population of neurons whose firing rate reli-
ably predicts the RT of coordinated eye-hand
movements but not saccades made alone.
Neurons which do not participate in the
coherent beta-band LFP activity do not predict
RT of either movement type.
Beta-Band Activity Could Act to Control
Saccades and Reaches Together
Beta-band activity may reflect the coordinated
control of reach and saccade RTs together. Wehave shown that beta-band spiking and LFP activity varies with
both SRT and RRT across a population of sites, but this is not
necessarily sufficient to demonstrate that the control of
saccade and reach RTs occurs together. Activity at some sites
may be involved in controlling one effector, while activity at
different sites may control the other effector. To link beta-
band activity to the coordinated control of movement timing,
we examined whether selectivity for both saccade and reach
RTs is present in activity at the same sites.
We determined RT selectivity by grouping LFP power during
trials with the slowest 33% of RTs and LFP power during trials
with the fastest 33% of SRTs and computing a z-score using
random permutations (see Experimental Procedures) and found
that RT selectivity does exist for both movements at the same
sites (Figure 6A). At 15 Hz, LFP activity was significantly selective
for both SRT and RRT at 10/72 sites (14%; p < 0.01, Binomial
test). In comparison, LFP activity at 45 Hz was selective for
both RTs at only 2/72 sites (3%; p = 0.88. Binomial test. Fig-
ure 6B). The strength of the effect at single sites is limited by
the number of trials available for analysis. When we restrict our
analysis to recording sites with at least 135 trials per direction
and task, 30% of recording sites were significantly selective for
both SRT and RRT in the beta-band.
We found a high degree of correlation between SRT selectivity
and RRT selectivity in both the beta-band (R = 0.65 at 15 Hz) and
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(B) Same as (A) for activity at 45 Hz. Histograms show the
marginal distributions. Each dot represents data from one
LFP session.
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexthe gamma-band (R = 0.41 at 45 Hz). Thus, LFP activity at each
recording site predicts the RT of both the saccade and the reach
in a similar manner, with the strongest effects present in the beta
band.
These data suggest that if changes in beta-band power
change the RT for both movements, beta-band activity could
coordinate movement timing. If beta-band power reflects the
joint control of movement RTs, variations in the level of beta-
band power could give rise to correlations in the behavioral
RTs, and lack of power variation could lead to a reduction or
even elimination in the RT correlations. To test this prediction,
we calculated the relationship between saccade and reach
RTs across groups of trials when beta-band power is relatively
constant (see Experimental Procedures). This approach is
similar to a partial correlation analysis, which is defined by the
relationship between two variables while controlling for a third
variable, but it does not require us to correlate LFP power and
RT trial-by-trial. We found that average RT correlations calcu-
lated during groups of trials when beta-band power was
relatively constant (R = 0.32) were significantly lower than corre-
lations calculated in the samewaywhen beta-band power varied
(R = 0.37). The difference in RT correlation was significant
(p < 0.05, rank-sum test). An average of 18% of the correlation
between saccade and reach RTs could be explained by varia-
tions in beta-band power in area LIP. At some sites, beta-band
power could explain over 60% of the RT correlations. Since
SRT and RRT are less correlated when beta-band power does
not vary, variation in the level of beta-band activity can contribute
to RT correlations.
Beta-Band Activity in Parietal but Not Occipital Areas
Predicts RT
Beta-band power is selective for RT in other areas of posterior
parietal cortex and is not selective for RT in nearby occipital
cortex. We analyzed a complementary data set of 122 LFP
recordings in PRR and 36 visually responsive recordings in
V3d, located along the lunate sulcus, with at least 60 trials in
each condition, and we plotted RT selectivity from all three areas
as the trial progressed (Figure 7). Beta-band LFP activity in area
LIP was increasingly selective for RT as the memory period pro-
gressed (Figures 7A and 7B). The RT effect was also robust inNeuron 73, 829PRR where 28/122 sessions (23%) were signifi-
cantly selective when trials were sorted by RRT,
and 18/122 sessions (15%) were significantly
selective when trials were sorted as a function
of SRT (Figures 7C and 7D). In comparison, at
45 Hz, only 12/122 sessions (10%, data notshown) were significantly selective for RRT, and 7/122 sessions
(6%, data not shown) were selective for SRT, which is not statis-
tically significant (Binomial test). Beta-band power in the visual
areas we studied, in contrast, is not selective throughout the trial
(Figures 7E and 7F). PRR LFP recordings also showed RT selec-
tivity for bothmovements at the same site (data not shown). As in
area LIP, LFP activity at 15 Hz in PRR was significantly selective
for both SRT and RRT at 22/122 sites (18%; p < 0.01), while at
45 Hz, LFP was selective for both RTs at only 4/122 sites (3%)
which, as in area LIP, is not statistically significant. Therefore,
LFP beta-band RT selectivity is a feature of areaswithin the intra-
parietal sulcus of the posterior parietal cortex and is not present
in nearby visual cortex.
Movement Selectivity of LFP Power in Parietal but
Not Occipital Areas
To be involved in guiding movements, neural activity should be
selective for the properties of the movement, such as the direc-
tion of the movement and the type of movement (coordinated or
isolated). Therefore, we examined the directional and movement
type selectivity of LFP power in all 105 recordings in area LIP and
compared this with LFP power in the 135 recordings from PRR
and 36 visually responsive recordings from nearby V3d
(Figure 8).
To analyze the directional selectivity of LFP power at each time
and frequency, we subtracted LFP power before movements in
the null direction from LFP power before movements in the
preferred direction and computed a z-score using random
permutations (see Experimental Procedures and also Supple-
mental Experimental Results. Figures S3, S4, and S5). At indi-
vidual recording sites in area LIP, LFP activity at both 45 Hz
and 15 Hz exhibited strong spatial tuning (Figure S3). Across
the population of recording sites in area LIP, average LFP power
at 15 Hz developed after target onset and differed according to
whether or not a reach was made with a saccade (Figure 8A,
memory period, p < < 0.001, rank-sum test). Gamma-band,
45 Hz, LFP power was directionally selective but did not depend
on whether a coordinated saccade was made with the reach
(Figure 8B, memory period, p = 0.74, rank-sum test). Conse-
quently, selectivity of area LIP gamma-band LFP power for
saccades does not change with a reach movement. In contrast,–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 835
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexbeta-band LFP power in area LIP is selective for both movement
direction and type, consistent with a role in the control of coordi-
nated movements.
Beta-band but not gamma-band LFP power in PRR showed
similar signatures of coordination (Figures 8C, 8D, and S4). In
contrast, in V3d, not only was there no movement specificity in
beta-band signals, the initial significant decrease in beta-band
selectivity immediately following target onset was not present
(Figure 8E, 8F, and S5). Therefore, movement specificity of
beta-band LFP power is a feature of activity within PPC circuits
and is not a global feature of brain activity.
DISCUSSION
Here, we use a spike-field approach to identify a neural
mechanism of coordination and find that only area LIP neurons
that coherently fire with beta-band LFP activity predict move-
ment RT before coordinated movement. Decreasing beta-
band activity speeds movement initiation. On average, RTs
are faster on trials when there is less beta-band activity and
slower on trials when there is more beta-band activity. Beta-
band activity encodes the properties of coordinated move-
ment (i.e., it is selective not only for the direction of the move-
ment but also for determining whether a coordinated reach is
made with a saccade). These properties of beta-band activity
are a feature of area LIP and PRR and are not present in
visual cortical areas. Therefore, we propose that posterior pari-
etal beta-band activity coordinates the timing of reaches with
saccades through the formation of a shared movement
representation.
To uncover the shared movement representation that is
responsible for coordinated timing, we correlate the activity of
individual neurons to nearby LFP activity. Our results demon-
strate how the correlation of spiking with LFP activity can836 Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.help us to define distinct neuronal populations in terms of the
circuits in which they are active. By dividing neurons into two
populations (i.e., those that coherently fire action potentials
with LFP activity and those that do not), we show that only
coherent spiking predicts movement RTs. We quantify the
amount of information about movement timing present in
each of these two populations using a decoding analysis in
which we decode the RT of either reach or saccade move-
ments on each trial from the firing rates. The decoding analysis
is limited by the number of trials available but the conclusions
are consistent with the results of an ANOVA analysis demon-
strating that only coherent spiking predicts coordinated move-
ment RTs.
We also find that the role beta-band activity in area LIP plays in
movement preparation depends on whether movements are
coordinated. Beta-band activity and the spiking coherent with
it in area LIP predict coordinated RTs but not saccade RTs
when saccades are made alone. The lack of association
between area LIP activity and RT when saccades are made
alone suggests that performing a coordinated movement alters
the role of area LIP beta-band activity in the generation of move-
ment. Beta-band activity in area LIP could measure the linking of
areas involved in the preparation of eachmovement. The coordi-
nation of two movements requires information about the timing
of one to be shared with the other. This involves constructing
a shared representation of movement preparation that recruits
beta-band activity in area LIP. Note that this need not contradict
data showing that area LIP has more saccade-related activity
than reach-related activity. Beta-band activity may simply
modulate already existing activity in area LIP in order to coordi-
nate saccades with reaches.
Area LIP is one of several posterior parietal regions situated
between visual and motor areas. These areas contain spatial
representations for visual spatial attention (Bisley and Goldberg,
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortex2010), decision making (Sugrue et al., 2004; Gold and Shadlen,
2007; Kable and Glimcher, 2009), and movement intention
(Andersen and Cui, 2009). Spatial representations in PPC are
effector-specific (Colby, 1998; Andersen et al., 1998). Area LIP
activity encodes space for the guidance of saccades in eye-
centered coordinates, and PRR encodes space for reaching in
eye-centered coordinates (Batista et al., 1999; Pesaran et al.,
2006). These properties of area LIP and PRR position them to
share effector-specific representations to control coordinated
movements. While previous work studying PPC has emphasized
spatial representations, extensive behavioral work shows that
eye-hand coordination reliably influences movement RTs;
evidence for spatial coupling is relatively less clear (Carey
et al., 2002; Sailer et al., 2000).
The eye leads the hand in many tasks, allowing vision to guide
the hand to the target (Prablanc et al., 2003; Johansson et al.,
2001). When a reach and a saccade are made simultaneously,
reach and saccade RTs are correlated (Dean et al., 2011; Lu¨nen-
burger et al., 2000). These correlations mean that the eye tends
to arrive at a target at a predictable time before the hand. Hence,
RT correlations could support improved visual-motor perfor-
mance (Neggers and Bekkering, 2002). Reaction times and their
correlations are not necessarily due to processes that support
visual-motor performance and could be due to several otherfactors, including processing bottlenecks (Pashler, 1984),
common sensory inputs (Lee et al., 2010), and nonspecific influ-
ences such as motivation or arousal (Boucher et al., 2007).
Recent behavioral and computational modeling work, however,
indicates that as saccade and reach movements are dissociated
in time, correlations in RTs decay rapidly. RT correlations cannot
be fit by a family of models featuring nonspecific interactions and
are best fit by models invoking specific interactions between
movement representations (Dean et al., 2011). Consequently,
saccade and reach RT correlations may be due to interactions
that form an effectively shared movement representation.
We provide convergent evidence that beta-band signals
reflect movement preparation shared between saccades and
reaches, which may be sufficient for generating RT correlations
and could ultimately influence movement initiation. The relation-
ship between coordination and RT correlations is likely to involve
areas in addition to PPC. PPC works in concert with other areas
that prepare and initiate movements, including areas in the
frontal cortex and basal ganglia (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Requin
and Riehle, 1995). PPC also contains direct connections to the
cerebellum (Prevosto et al., 2010), a structure that has been
implicated in the timing of coordinated movements (Miall and
Reckess, 2002). If the RT selectivity of beta-band activity we
observe is also present in other areas, this aspect of beta-bandNeuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 837
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Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexactivity may reflect processing across a network of areas that
work together to control the timing of movements and coordi-
nate saccades with reaches.
Several other lines of convergent evidence support the
hypothesis that beta-band activity reflects distributed process-
ing. Correlated beta-band LFP activity is present across
long-range circuits (Rougeul et al., 1979) and could underlie
long-range communication between brain regions (Roelfsema
et al., 1997; Brovelli et al., 2004; Bressler et al., 1993; Donner
and Siegel, 2011). Beta-band activity may be involved in
bottom-up/top-down influences (Buschman and Miller, 2007)
and maintaining a motor state (i.e., the status quo) (Engel and
Fries, 2010), thus leading to slower response. Beta-band activity
is widely modulated during movement tasks (Sanes and Donog-
hue, 1993) and could be related to attended motor behavior
(Bouyer et al., 1987) and sensory-motor integration (Murthy
and Fetz, 1992). Beta-band LFP activity in the human and
monkey motor cortex may work to influence processing of
visual cues and targets (Reimer and Hatsopoulos, 2010; Rubino
et al., 2006; Saleh et al., 2010). After receiving a go cue, beta-
band LFP power in supplementary motor areas correlates with
slower reach RTs; after a stop cue, increased beta-band
activity also correlates with canceled movement plans in
a countermanding task (Chen et al., 2010). In humans,
decreased beta-band power in subthalamic nuclei correlates
with faster RT, indicating that beta-band activity can also reflect
the motor command to initiate movement (Ku¨hn et al., 2004).
Beta-band activity is also observed in EEG, and boosting
beta-band EEG activity using TMS in humans slows move-
ments themselves (Pogosyan et al., 2009), which is broadly
consistent with our results.
Because beta-band activity is a widespread property of
skeletal-motor circuits, a concern that naturally arises is that
beta-band signals in area LIP are not generated locally and
result instead from activity that arises in PRR, for example,
and passively spreads, through volume conduction, to area
LIP. Although we cannot rule out the influence of volume
conduction on our results, the evidence suggests that area
LIP beta-band activity is a property of local neural processing
within area LIP and is not simply due to volume conduction
from PRR. First, beta-band activity in V3d that occurs within
10 mm of PRR and as close as area LIP does not show similar
selectivity. Second, we also show that beta-band activity is
coherent with spike timing within area LIP, demonstrating
a role in local processing. Recent studies show that LFP activity
recorded in V1 is predominantly local and does not spread
significantly beyond 250 mm (Katzner et al., 2009; Xing et al.,
2009); however, this remains controversial (Kajikawa and
Schroeder, 2011).
Another concern is that the correlation between beta-band
power and SRT (beta-SRT correlation) results from behavioral
correlations between the RTs. However, we believe that beta-
SRT correlations do not result simply from RT correlations for
two main reasons. First, we show that beta-band power before
the go cue correlates with RT following the go cue. Hence,
beta-band power does not result from RT. Second, SRT and
RRT are not sufficiently correlated to suggest that beta-SRT
correlations imply beta-RRT correlations: we observe that838 Neuron 73, 829–841, February 23, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.beta-band power can be correlated with SRT but not RRT, and
vice versa. We also show that SRT-RRT correlation is smaller
during trials when beta-band power in area LIP does not vary.
Thus, our data suggest that RT correlations can result from vari-
ations in beta-band power and that beta-band power cannot
result from RT correlations.
To reveal a neural mechanism of coordination, we have used
saccade and reach RTs to link neural activity to behavioral coor-
dination. Our results indicate that coherent spike LFP beta-band
activity in PPC reflects spatial representations that guide coordi-
nated movement and support the hypothesis that eye-hand
coordination involves coordinated movement preparation that
is shared between effectors.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental Preparation
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) participated in the experiments.
Each animal was first implanted with an MRI-compatible head cap under
general anesthesia. A structuralMRIwasobtained andused to guide the place-
ment of a recording chamber over the posterior parietal cortex of the right
(Monkey J) or left (Monkey H) hemisphere in a second surgical procedure.
Chamber placement and electrode recording siteswere registered to the struc-
turalMRI towithin 1mm (BrainSight, Rogue Research, Canada; Figures 3A and
S1). The structuralMRIswere also used to estimate distancesbetween the area
LIP,PRR, andV3d recordings reportedhere. All surgical andanimal careproce-
dures were done in accordance with National Institute of Health guidelines and
were approved by the New York University Animal Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral Tasks
Eyepositionwasmonitoredwith a video-based eye tracker (I-Scan,MA). Visual
stimuli were presented on an LCDdisplay (Dell Computers, TX) that was placed
behind the touchscreen. Eye position and touch position on the screen were
sampled at 1 kHz. Each signal was time-stamped and streamed to disk along
with data about each trial from the LabVIEW behavioral control program. The
time of cue presentation was recorded as the time at which a photosensor de-
tected a simultaneous stimulus change on the monitor. For all tasks, reaches
were made to a touch-sensitive screen (ELO Touch Systems, CA) with the
arm contralateral to the recording chamber. Red squares instructed the animal
where to fixate the eye. Green squares instructed the animal where to touch.
Yellow squares instructed the animal where to make combined look-reach
movements. All trials began with the illumination of a red and green square to
which the animal needed to fixate with his eye and touchwith his hand, respec-
tively, and hold for a baseline period (500–800 ms).
We studied a reach and saccade task and a saccade-only task (Figures 2A
and 2B). In the reach and saccade task, a yellow square was then illuminated
for 300ms at a peripheral location, indicating the target of the reach. Amemory
delay-period (1–1.5 s) followed during which the animal had to withhold his
response. After the delay, the initial green and red squares the animal had to
touch and fixate were extinguished, providing the go signal for the animal to
look and reach to the yellow target. The target reappeared 100–150 ms after
the look-reach movement was completed, and the animal had to touch and
fixate the yellow square for an additional 300 ms. In the saccade-only task,
a second red square was illuminated for 300 ms after the baseline period, indi-
cating the target of the saccade. After a delay-period (1–1.5 s), the red square
the animal was fixating was extinguished, providing the go signal for the animal
to saccade to the red target while maintaining touch on the initial green square.
The target reappeared 100–150 ms after the saccade, and the animal had to
fixate the red square while maintaining a touch on the green square for
300 ms. Reach and saccade and saccade-only tasks were interleaved trial-
by-trial in equal proportions.
On each trial, targets were presented at one location on a grid that was
spaced 10 around the central red square. We first mapped response fields
of neurons in LIP in both tasks by placing the target at any one of the eight
Neuron
Coordination in Posterior Parietal Cortexperipheral targets. After determining the response field, we presented the
target at the location in the response field of the LIP neuron under study
(preferred direction) or the opposite location (null direction). Preferred and
null target locations were interleaved trial-by-trial in equal proportions.
Neuronal Recordings and Analysis
Neural recordings were made using multiple-electrode microdrives (Double
MT, Alpha Omega, Israel). Spiking and LFP activity were recorded with
glass-coated tungsten electrodes (Alpha Omega, Israel) with impedance
0.7–1.4 MOhm measured at 1 kHz (Bak Electronics, MD). Neural signals
were amplified (310,000; TDT Electronics, Alachua, FL), digitized at 20 kHz
(National Instruments), and continuously streamed to disk during the experi-
ment (custom C and Matlab code). Broadband neural activity was prepro-
cessed to obtain single-unit spike times and LFP activity. Recordings in area
LIP and V3d were acquired with respect to a reference placed at the cortical
surface on the lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus. Recordings in PRR
were acquired with respect to a reference placed at the cortical surface on
the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus. See also, Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures.
To analyze the relationship between RTs and LFP power at each time and
frequency, we subtracted LFP power before movements in trials with the slow-
est 33% of RTs from LFP power before movements in trials with the fastest
33% of RTs and computed a z-score using 1,000 random permutations (Maris
et al., 2007). By fixing the proportions of trials across sessions, we were able to
effectively control the degree that RT differed between fast and slow trial
groups. The z-score was approximated to be normally distributed with mean
0 and variance 1, and values with an absolute value greater than 1.96 were
taken to be significantwith probability p < 0.05. Similarly, to examine the spatial
selectivity of LFP power at each time and frequency, we subtracted LFP power
before movements in the null direction from LFP power before movements in
the preferred direction and computed a z-score using 1,000 random permuta-
tions. We confirmed that the null distribution of permuted power differences
satisfied the normal approximation (Kolmogorov-Smirnow test, p > 0.05).
Correlations between SRT and RRT were calculated using Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient. Similar results were obtained using Spearman’s Rank corre-
lation coefficient (data not shown). To examine the relationship between SRT
and RRT while controlling for beta-band power, we estimated RT correlations
across groups of trials when beta-band power was held constant and
compared the results with RT correlations across groups of trials when
beta-band power varied. This approach is similar to a partial correlation anal-
ysis, which is defined by the relationship between two variables while control-
ling for a third variable but did not require us to correlate LFP power and RT
trial-by-trial. We calculated the RT correlations, as follows. We sorted the trials
according to the LFP power at 15 Hz during the 500msmemory-period interval
immediately before the go cue was delivered. The window over which the LFP
power was computed was centered 250ms before the go cue so that the result
contained no activity due to the cue itself. We then grouped the trials into quan-
tiles [0,20%), [20%,40%) . [80,100%], calculated the correlation coefficient
for each quantile, and then averaged the correlation coefficients across quan-
tiles. To compare the results with the correlation coefficient calculated without
constraining LFP power so that beta power varied, we randomly ordered the
trials before assigning them to quantiles and calculating the correlation coeffi-
cient by averaging across quantiles.
Spike-field coherence was calculated on a 500 ms analysis window
with ±10 Hz frequency smoothing (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999). Significant
spike-field coherence was calculated against the null hypothesis that there
was no spike-field coherence. A permutation test was used to estimate signif-
icance by comparing the estimated coherence against 10,000 random permu-
tations generated by changing the order of the trials in the LFP activity before
computing the coherence. In order to avoid any contamination of the LFP due
to spike activity from the isolated unit (Zanos et al., 2010), we estimated the
relationship between single unit and LFP activity from recordings on pairs of
electrodes separated by at least 550 mm.
In order to determine how firing rate influences spike-field coherence, we
decimated the firing rate of significantly coherent units by removing each spike
with 50% probability. We then recomputed spike-field coherence and
checked for significance as described above.To analyze spike rates for cells coherent or not coherent with LFP activity, we
definedadatabase for cells of each type.Out of the120 spike-field sessions,we
took the 48 sessions with significant coherence and extracted the 34 unique
spike sessions (coherent cells) with at least 50 trials for the preferred direction
and the 25uniquespike sessionswith at least 50 trials for the preferreddirection
that did not showsignificant spike-field coherence (not coherent cells). For each
trial, we calculated the spike rate during the delay epoch. Because our analyses
of spike rate required a set number of trials in each group for each cell, we could
not use a fixed proportion for this analysis as in the analysis of LFP.
We first performed an ANOVA to determine whether individual neurons were
selective for fast and slow RTs. We next used linear discriminant analysis to
decode whether single trials were from the fastest or slowest RTs in reach
and saccade trials in the preferred direction. We decoded the identity (fast
or slow RT) of each trial in a crossvalidated manner to control for overfitting,
as follows. For each trial, we defined a test set, which contained the trial,
and a training set, which contained all the trials except the trial in the test
set. We ranked the cells according to their RT selectivity computed using an
ANOVA based on the training set and fit a linear discriminant to the training
set. We then decoded the test set on an increasing subset of cells from two
to the maximum number available ranked according to the results of the
ANOVA on the training set. We repeated this analysis for each trial and
computed the probability of correct classification. We report the results of de-
coding across all conditions based on the same number of cells (eight cells) in
Figure 5 and present the data across increasing subsets of cells in Figure S2.
This procedure ensured that the decoding results were not influenced by over-
fitting. Significant differences between the performance of the decoding for
each group were determined using a binomial test.
The mean firing rate of cells in the coherent and not coherent groups was
different. To test whether the mean firing rate affected the decoding proba-
bility, we subtracted the mean firing rate across all trials from each cell and
reran the decoding algorithm. Additionally, we performed the same decoding
analysis for the significantly coherent units using firing rates that were deci-
mated by removing each individual spike with 50% probability in order to
match the mean firing rate of the units that were not coherent with the LFP.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Results, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, and five figures and can be found with this article
online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.12.035.
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